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What we’ll be covering today

• Who are Create Streets? 

• Why do we care about good design?

• What does good design look like?

• Who decides?

• How do we scale this?



Introduction to 
Create Streets



What do we do –
research and publications



What do we do – co-design with residents & neighbours



Source: Create Streets Research, Savills

What we do - urban design



What we do - urban design



What do we do – Use evidence to create new places



We are pushing back at existing guidance 

Source: GIA, London First

If we apply the guidance… 



What do we do – Digital engagement with residents & neighbours



Why do we care 
about good design?



How many 

neighbours you know
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Your environment can affect…

How stressed and 

anxious you feel

How likely you are to

suffer from an air 

quality related disease

How much you fear crime 

(or might suffer from it)

How happy 

you are
How active 

you are

How likely you are 

to suffer from 

inflammatory diseases

How proud you 

are of your 

neighbourhood 

How well 

you sleep 

How healthy 

your diet is 



63% felt beauty 
should be an aim 

of planning

86% felt that 
“beauty is 

important”

87% felt that 
good design 

helped promote 
new 

development

1
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Polls and focus groups told us new places should be better
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Professionals told us new places should be better

• A small improvement

• But new housing design is 
overwhelmingly ‘mediocre’ or ‘poor’

• Many schemes should have been refused

• The potential exists for good design 
everywhere

• Very patchy practice

• Resident satisfaction contrasts with 
community dissatisfaction



Streets with lots of cars…. tend to be related to knowing few neighbours



• Land use & sustainability
• In US car crashes in suburbs 4 

times per head
• Drive 3 times as much and twice 

as fast
• Doubling neighbourhood 

density reduces traffic accidents 
by 5%

• Car commutes aligned to blood 
pressure & frustration

• Swedish study – commuting 
over 45 mins & 40% more likely 
to get divorced

• German study – your happiness 
& your partners

• Robert Putnam: every 10 
minutes daily commuting cuts 
involvement in community 
affairs by 10% BUT suburban 
dwellers sill engage more

Long commutes tend to be bad for us
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£1.4 billion. The equivalent to 1/3rd of the entire new hospital building budget.

Bad design has consequences



Density is potentially the key solution to climate change …

Cities and towns use less energy per 
person compared with their 
surrounding suburbs and rural areas



Many towns and cities are waking up to the dangers of air pollution, of which 
transport is the key driver

King’s College London report that up to 36,000 premature 
deaths a year in the UK alone can be attributed to air pollution.

This is in comparison to 78,000 deaths attributed annually to 
smoking as of 2016. 
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The centre of Siena and a highway interchange in Houston are of similar 
size. The first is a home to 30,000 people; the second is a home to no one.



How we move around a city is also determined by its density and layout
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From a vicious circle of parasitic development…
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… to a virtuous circle of regenerative development



What is good design?
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Development can be the cause of ugliness…
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… but it can also be the cure
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Streets trees are associated with more walking, fewer accidents, 
slower cars, cleaner air and better residents’ health



Source: Create Streets Research, Savills

▪ Clear blocks 
& fronts 

▪ Mews
▪ Lower crime 

(Perth & 
London 
studies)

▪ Less traffic
▪ More 

walkable
▪ More useable 

green space

Traditional block patterns are associated with lower crime



More ways of achieving the same density
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Gentle density can deliver the number of homes required and maintain the social 
connection to the street



Mixed use areas which 
combine retail, residential 
and commercial uses have 
more walking, cleaner air 
and fewer and shorter car 
journeys 
(LEED-ND Core Committee Report, 2006)



Facades impact behaviour…

Source: Happy City Project

Volunteers posed as lost tourists at both locations. They stood on the pavement, looking confused and with an open map 
The ‘lost tourists’ did not approach anyone. They waited for random passers-by to offer help. 

How many offered help? Lent their phone!

Active façade

Passive façade

10%

2.2%

Actually led them to their destination!

7%

1%

4%

1%



KEY MESSAGE

People consistently prefer and value beautiful, walkable, well 
enclosed spaces



Controlled studies show we prefer places with some pattern...
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…colour..
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… coherent complexity…



… some symmetry…



… texture …



… somewhere that invites you to walk…



Deep green and embodied carbon: things of beauty survive and are re-used` 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EAX3B6sXkAAWp0G.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EAX1iumWkAAZPkQ.jpg


Deep Green not Greenwash



Will this be around in 100 years

Credit: Robert Kwolek



Energy use in office buildings increases with height per sqm 

Source: Professor Philip Steadman , UCL



Colour improves mood

Source: Create Streets, Of Streets and Squares

Survey of 899 people in 4 countries



People prefer symmetry or near symmetry
2006 Survey of 40 students

Source: Create Streets, Of Streets and Squares



Our brains respond well to faces & symmetrical complexity

Source: Ann Sussman, Cognitive Architecture



Our brains respond well to faces & symmetrical complexity

Source: Ann Sussman, Cognitive Architecture

• The mind is not a blank slate - pattern of
face is imprinted before birth

• Pre-attentive habit continually hunts for 
face-like objects and find these visually & 
psychologically reassuring



Watches are sold with the time at ten past ten… people react positively
to finding faces in objects



Watches are sold with the time at ten past ten… people react positively
to finding faces in objects



Watches are sold with the time at ten past ten… people react positively
to finding faces in objects



KEY MESSAGE

There is a revolution taking place in our ability to map, 
understand and research the relationships between urban 

morphology, street design and building design with 
observable outcomes of well-being, health, social 

connectedness and 



Research – what streets do people prefer and why



Predictors of place quality  - we took transects in 6 cities

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – based on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images



Main predictors of popular places in London

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – base on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images

• Distance to a listed building

• High built up area density

• Richness of land use

• Richness of urban furniture

• Immediate presence of a listed 
building

• Richness of commercial activities

• Average proportion of pre-1939 
buildings

• Proportion of pavement vs 
carriageway



Predictors of place quality 

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – base on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images



London’s least popular places

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – base on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images



London’s most popular places

Source: Of Streets and Squares

Place beauty analysis – base on 1.5 million ratings of >212,000 images



Strongly/ tend to support

To what extent would you support or oppose the building of new homes similar to the photo 
in your local area on brownfield land?

Type A (Derwenthorpe) Type B (South London) Type C (Poundbury )

Type D(Bude)

73%
12%

23%

61%
75%
12%

51%
31%

34%

46%

Key:

Strongly/ tend to oppose

Source: Ipsos MORI / Create Streets

Design has major impact on support for homes



A B

Base: 2,198 British adults aged 16+, 26-31 October 2018

Source: Create Streets/ Ipsos MORI

26%

35%

18%

7%

7%

5%

2%

A is a lot more attractive then B

A is a little more attractive than
B

B is a little more attractive than
A

B is a lot more attractive than A

They are equally attractive

Neither is attractive

Don't know

Q. Do you think one of the two places is more attractive than the other, are these places 
equally attractive or are neither attractive?

B more attractive25%61% A more attractive



E

F

Base: 2,198 British adults aged 16+, 26-31 October 2018

Source: Create Streets/ Ipsos MORI

28%

38%

17%

5%

8%

3%

2%

E is a lot more attractive then F

E is a little more attractive than
F

F is a little more attractive than
E

F is a lot more attractive than E

They are equally attractive

Neither is attractive

Don't know
F more attractive

23%

65%

E more attractive

Q. Do you think one of the two places is more attractive than the other, are these places 
equally attractive or are neither attractive?



I

J

Base: 2,198 British adults aged 16+, 26-31 October 2018

Source: Create Streets/ Ipsos MORI

7%

5%

17%

39%

28%

2%

2%

I is a lot more attractive then J

I is a little more attractive than J

J is a little more attractive than I

J is a lot more attractive than I

They are equally attractive

Neither is attractive

Don't know
J more attractive

56%

I more attractive

12%

Q. Do you think one of the two places is more attractive than the other, are these places 
equally attractive or are neither attractive?



Who decides?



What makes a place ? 

Source: Create Streets, Of Streets and Squares



What makes a place ? 

Source: Create Streets, Of Streets and Squares



The co-design process – can be any size!
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Co-Design Workshop
21st September 2019

During this event, community members 
worked with architects to come up with a 

vision for the Lillie Road site, and turn that 
vision into a design for new homes. 
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Peabody Square, Blackfriars

The Pimlico Estate, PimlicoThe Bourne Estate, Holborn 

Examples of similar 
schemes
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You told us that you wanted an improved community 
centre with spaces for youth and the elderly, and 

allotments on the site for gardening.

Presentation of Co-Design Results
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Sketches from the Day
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KEY MESSAGE

Trust the people. How matters as well as what. Ask people 
what they like. People interpret differently with culture, 
climate and context but the fundamentals are the same. 

Good rhymes ! 



Online tools are changing the game



“More user friendly than other maps, 
and cheaper!” – Leeds Civic Trust 

Accessible

You can…
• Use on your phone and 

on the go
• Use on your computer
• Drop into street view
• A simple user interface 
• Residents just explore 

the map, place a pin and 
answer the set 
questions.



Our project in Leeds generated… 
• Over 1000 organic responses in 

only 4 days 
• With no paid marketing, simply 

using the power of social 
media.

In Mid-Devon, the client received
• Over 400 responses
• compared to the 15 

surveymonkey; and 
• 10 paper surveys that were 

completed with identical 
questions

An effective option







How can we scale 
this?
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Planning: create a predictable 
level playing field

Neighbourhoods: create 
places not just houses

Regeneration: end 
the scandal of ‘left-

behind’ places

Communities: bring the 
democracy forward

Nature: re-green our towns 
and cities

Stewardship: 
incentivise 

responsibility to the 
future

Education & skills: promote a 
wider understanding of 

placemaking

Management: value planning, 
count happiness, procure properly

What should be done?
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Solution: Use maximum parking standards and peripheral parking to allow 
terraces, tight streets and create more homes
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Solution: tighten streets and create Copenhagen crossings

• Design for lower speeds

• Allow vehicles to straddle lanes for 
vehicle tracking analysis

• Use variable street widths. Pinch 
down to one lane at times
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Solution: create streets not cul-de-sacs and allow non-overlooked parking
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The National Model Design Code
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New National Model Design Code



• Draft changes to the NPPF were released alongside a full 

response to the Building Better, Building Beautiful 

Commission’s stating the recommendations which they 

would be taking forward. These include: 

• making beauty and placemaking a strategic policy

• putting an emphasis on approving good design as 

well as refusing poor quality schemes

• asking local planning authorities to produce their 

own design codes

• asking for new streets to be tree-lined

• improving biodiversity net gain and access to nature 

through design

Changes to NPPF and response to Living with Beauty
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The bin-lorry effect: an urban law of unintended highway consequences

“New places are designed by the 
wheelie bin operators”
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Solution: Designing our streets around bin lorries, instead of designing bin 
lorries around our streets. 

Design your vehicles around 
the streets and places you want
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Thank you!


